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 RS Flip-Flop using NAND Gate. 

 Clocked RS Flip-Flop. 

 D-Latch, J-K flip-Flop. 

 T Flip-Flop. 
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Introduction: 

The digital systems are generally classified into systems: 

1. Combinational Circuits: Combinational Circuit is the type of circuit in which output is 

independent of time and only relies on the input present at that particular instant. 

Example: Encoder, Decoder, Multiplexer, Demultiplexer etc. 

2. Sequential Circuits: Sequential circuit is the type of circuit where output not only relies on 

the current input but also depends on the previous output. 

Example: Flip-Flops, registers, counters etc. 

Flip-Flop: 

A flip flop is a sequential electronic circuit with two stable states that can be used to store binary 

data. The stored data can be changed by applying varying inputs. Flip-flops and latches are 

fundamental building blocks of digital electronics systems used in computers, communications, 

and many other types of systems. Flip-flops are edge triggered or edge sensitive. 

 Flip-flop can store 1-bit of digital information. It is also referred as a 1-bit register. A register 

contains group of flip-flop, the number of flip-flop in a register being equal to the number of bits 

present in the data. 

RS Flip-Flop using NAND Gate:  

An important point about NAND gate is that its dominating input is 0 i.e., if any of its input is 

Logic ‘0’, the output is Logic ‘1’, irrespective of the other input. The output is 0, only if all the 

inputs are 1. 

The circuit of RS flips – flop using NAND gates is shown in below figure: 
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Case 1:  When S = 0, R = 0,  

Both the gates outputs go high. But this cannot be allowed, as in a flip-flop one output (Q) will 

always have to be complement of the other (Q). 

So S=0, R = 0) is not allowed. 

Case 2: When S = 0, R = 1,  

The output of gate 1 is 1. This is given as input to gate 2. Thus gate 2 gets both its inputs as 1. Its 

output goes 0, which acts as input to gate 1. Thus the output of gate 1 remains 1.  

So we find that when S = 0, R = 1, Q = 1, Q = 0). 

Case 3: When S = 1, R = 0, 

Output of gate 2 is 1. This is given as input to gate 1. So gate 1 receives both inputs as 1 and its 

output goes to 0.  

Thus S = 1, R = 0, Q = 0, Q = 1. 

Case 4: When S = 1, R = 1  

We cannot decide the outputs unless we know the previous state or last stare. Let Q=1, Q = 0. 

We find that Q acts as input to gate 1. So inputs to gate 1 are 1, 0 and its output goes to 1. 

However Q acts as input to gate 2. Gate 2 receives both inputs as 1, 1 and its output become 0.   

So S = 1, R = 1, Q = 1, Q = 0 which is nothing but the previous state.  

The working can thus be illustrated by a truth table. 
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Truth Table: 

 

R 

 

S 

 

Q 

 

 Q 

0 0 Not allowed 

0 1 1 0 

1 0 0 1 

1 1 Previous state 

 

RS flip-flop is called the set reset flip-flop because when Set is activated (S = 0, R = 1), output 

Q=1 (set). When Reset is activated (S = 1, R = 0), output Q = 0) (reset). 

 

Clocked RS Flip-Flop: 

The flipflop discussed in the previous section has a problem. There is no restriction on how fast 

the inputs can change. So it is possible that the inputs may vary faster than the average 

propagation delay of the flipflop. 

So before a particular input can cause some change in the output, the input changes again. We 

will not get a satisfactory behaviour from the flip-flop. So the flip-flop circuit is modified to 

include a clock. 

The behaviour of a circuit must be defined by knowing its signals at discrete intervals of time. 

The outputs of the flip-flop must change only at discrete instants of time and so must its input. 

When the inputs are being accepted the previous output should not change and when the output 

is changing no new inputs must be accepted. This synchronization is possible with a clock. A 

clock is a periodic train of ls and 0s. Generally, we can conclude that by increasing clock speed 

(its frequency), the circuits can be made to work faster.  

However all the time TClock > T propogation time.  
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The inputs will be accepted only when clock goes high. When clock goes low, we get a stable 

corresponding to the applied inputs.  

 

Case I: Clock = 1, S = 0, R=0. 

Here output of gates A and B are 1. So we cannot work out further unless we know the previous 

state. Let the previous state be Q = 0 and Q = 1. Now inputs to gate C are 1, Q, i.e., 1. So output 

of gate C (Q) = 0. This is fed to gate D. Inputs to gate D are 1, Q = 0. So output of gate D= 1. 

We get Q = 0, Q= 1 which is the previous state. 

 

Case II: Clock = 1, S = 1, R = 0 

Here output of gate A = 0 and that of gate B = 1. Gate C receives one of the inputs as 0. So its 

output is 1 irrespective of other input. This output is fed as input to gate D. Inputs to gate D are 

1,1. Thus output of gate D (Q) = 0 which is fed as input to gate C. The output of gate C (Q) is 

thus maintained at 1. 

 We get Q= 1, Q = 0 

 

Case III: Clock = 1, S = 0, R = 1 

Here output of gate A = 1 and that of gate B = 0. The gate D receives one input as 0. So its 

output (Q) goes high. This is fed to gate C. Inputs to gate C are 1, 1. The output of gate C (Q) = 

0. This is fed back as input to gate D keeping the output of gate D(Q) as 1 therefore we get Q = 

0, Q = 1. 
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Case IV: Clock = 1, S= 1, R= 1 

Here output of gates A and B are 0. So both gates C and D receive one input as 0. Hence their 

outputs go to 1. This means Q and Q = 1 which is not possible. Q and  Q should be 

complementary. Thus, this condition is not allowed. 

 

The working can be summarized by a truth table. 

Clock S R Output 

    

Q 

 

Q 

1 0 0 Previous state 

1 0 1 0 1 

1 1 0 1 0 

1 1 1 Not allowed 

 

 

Edge and Level Triggered Flip-flop: 

If a flip-flop responds to changing edges of a clock, it is called edge-triggered flip-flop. If the 

output changes at the rising edge of a clock, the flip-flop is called positive edge triggered. 

If the output changes at the falling edge of the clock, the flip flop is called negative edge 

triggered flip-flop. 

 

                                   Positive edge triggered                Negative edge triggered 

If the flip-flop responds only to a particular state of the clock, i.e. 1 or 0 and not the clock 

transition, then it is called level triggered flip-flops. 

 

                                   Positive level triggered                Negative level triggered 
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Preset/Set and Clear/Reset: 

These are asynchronous inputs to a flip-flop. They may or may not be present. If present, they 

cause the output of the flip-flop (Q) to change, irrespective of the clock. They are clock 

independent. 

 

They can be active high or active low. Whenever present or set input is active, the output is 

forced to become 1, irrespective of the clock and the other flip-flop inputs. Whenever reset or 

clear input is active, the output is forced to become 0, irrespective of the clock and the other flip-

flop inputs. 

At a time only preset and clear or set and reset may be present in a flip-flop. 

 

D Flip-Flop (D Latch): 

The D Flip Flop is by far the most important of the clocked flip-flops as it ensures that ensures 

that inputs S and R are never equal to one at the same time. The D-type flip flops are constructed 

from a gated SR flip-flop and JK flip-flop with an inverter added between the S and the R inputs 

as well as J and K inputs to allow for a single D (Data) input. 

 

D flip-flop is also a called as delay flip-flop. D flip-flop is used a 1 bit latch or memory. For 

storing several bits, many D flip-flops are cascaded to form a register. 

 

JK Flip-Flop: 

RS flip-flops suffer from one important drawback. Suppose R and S inputs are provided from 

some logic circuit. What would happen when the inputs become 1, 1? Obviously this condition is 

D Q 

0 0 

1 1 
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not allowed because we will not be sure whether output is 1 or 0. The flip-flop begins to function 

randomly. 

To eliminate this condition and to make the flip-flops function even if inputs are 1, 1, the RS 

flip-flop is modified to get the JK flip-flop. 

             

Case I: J=0, K = 0, Q = 0, Q= 1, Clock = 1 

Output of A = 1, output of gate B = 1. Inputs to gate C are 1, Q , i.e., 1. So output Q = 0. Inputs 

to gate D are 1, Q = 1, 0. So output Q = 1. We finally get Q = 0, Q= 1 which is the previous state; 

which is same as that of SR flip-flop. 

 

Case II: J = 1, K = 0, Q = 0, Q = 1, Clock = 1 

Input to gate A = J, Q, Clock = 1, 1, 1. So its output is 0. Input to gate B are K, Q. Clock = 0, 0, 

1. So its output is 1. 

Input to gate C = 0, Q, i.e., 1. So its output Q = 1. Input to gate D = 1, Q, i.e., 1, 1(Q has become 

1) so its output (Q) = 0. We get Q = 1, Q = 0. This is same as the set state in a SR flip-flop. 

 

Case III: J = 0, K=1, Q=1, Q = 0, Clock = 1 

Inputs to gate A = J, Q, Clock = 0, 0, 1. So its output is 1. Inputs to gate B = K, Q. Clock = 1, 1. 

1. So its output is 0. 

Now inputs to gate D = 0, Q, i.e., 0, 1. So its output ( Q) = 1. Inputs to gate C = 1, Q, i.e., 1,1 (Q 

has changed to 1). Its output (Q) = 0. So we get Q = 0, Q = 1 which is same as Reset state of S R 

flip-flop. 

 

Case IV: J = 1, K = 1, Q = 0, Q = 1, Clock = 1 
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Inputs to gate A = J, Q, Clock = 1, 1, 1. So its output is 0. Inputs to gate B are K, Q, Clock = 1,0, 

1. So its output is 1. 

Inputs to gate C = 0, Q, i.e., 0, 1. So its output is 1. Inputs to gate D = 1, Q, i.e., 1, 1 (Q has 

become 1). So its output Q = 0. 

We get Q = 1, Q = 0, i.e., the outputs have got complemented. This condition is called toggling. 

In the next clock pulse again Q = 0, Q = 1. 

Thus we can summarize the working of a JK flip-flop with the truth table. 

Clock J K Output 

    

Q 

 

Q 

1 0 0 Previous state 

1 0 1 0 1 

1 1 0 1 0 

1 1 1 toggling 

 

The JK flip-flop suffers from the problem of racing of outputs (Race around condition). It can be 

explained as follows. Let J = K = 1, Q = 0 and a clock input applied. After time tp (propagation 

delay) the output Q = 1 (Toggles). After another time tp, J and K are still 1. So Q = 0. This way 

the output keeps on racing from 1 to 0 and at the end of the clock pulse the state of the output is 

not clear (whether 1 or 0). This is the race around condition. Here we have assumed that the 

positive clock period Tx >> tp. The race around condition mainly exists because of the feedback 

of the outputs Q and Q to gates B and A. 

The race around condition can be avoided if Tx < tp. However tp, is very small. It can also be 

avoided by making the flip flop edge triggered, rather than level triggered. It can also be avoided 

by using a master-slave arrangement. 

 

JK Master Slave Flip-Flop: 

The problem of racing around is also avoided using a JK master slave flip-flop. The Master-

Slave Flip-Flop is basically a combination of two JK flip-flops connected together in a series 

configuration. Out of these, one acts as the “master” and the other as a “slave”. While the master 

is accepting the new inputs, slave is busy maintaining previous outputs as it is. When the master 
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has completed accepting the inputs, the slave will allow the changes caused by the master to 

reach the output. During this time no new inputs are accepted by the master. 

When clock pulse = 1, master accepts new input and causes changes. When clock pulse = 0 slave 

allows the changes to come at the output but master doesn't accept any new input. 

 

 

T Flip-Flop: 

T flip-flop is the toggle flip-flop. It causes the flip-flop output to toggle. This is special case of 

JK flip-flop where J=K=1. RS flip-flop cannot work as a T flip-flop because 1, 1 condition is not 

allowed there. T flip flop can be used to divide the input frequency by 2. 

       

Tout = 2 Tclock 

 

Applications of Flip-Flop: 

These are the various types of flip-flops being used in digital electronic circuits and the 

applications of Flip-flops are as specified below. 

 Counters 
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 Frequency Dividers 

 Shift Registers 

 Storage Registers 

 Bounce elimination switch 

 Data transfer 

 Latch 

 Memory 
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